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Present Bias: The tendency of people to give stronger weight to payoffs that are
closer to present time when considering trade-off between two future moments.
Tunnelling:

An excessive focus on few aspects of an issue (due to limited

resources), leading to a neglect of several other important aspects.
Social Proof: A phenomenon where people, when making decisions, believe that
surrounding people possess more knowledge about the situation than them, and
assume their actions in an attempt to reflect correct behavior.
Mental Accounts: A concept first named by Richar Thaler, it is the process
whereby people code, categorize and evaluate economic outcomes. That people
treat money differently, depending on factors such as the money’s origin and
intended use, rather than thinking of it in terms of formal accounting.
Mental Model: Ideas, beliefs and mental ‘shortcuts’ that people subconsciously
gain from their past experiences. They help people take decisions.
Intent-action Gap: A chasm between one’s perceived intent towards a goal (such
as losing weight) and actually following up with regular action (such as exercising).
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Emotionally expensive interaction: This refers to an interaction in which the
subject experiences heightened and draining emotions such as humiliation
(abasement of pride) embarrassment, shame, as well as anger and rage at the
bank premises.
Hyperbolic Discounting: The tendency for people to increasingly choose a
smaller-sooner reward over a larger-later reward when the delay occurs sooner
in time. For e.g. many people will prefer $100 now to $110 in a day, but very few
people will prefer $100 in 30 days to $110 in 31 days.
Conundrum Game: A type of Ethnolab developed by FinalMile to remove biases
in participants and bring out honest answers by asking them to elicit decision
making of a third person on a particular situation/issue.
Endowment Effect: A simple hypothesis that people ascribe higher value to
things merely because they own them, over things that they do not own.
Cognitive Fatigue: A reduction in cognitive bandwidth because of being in a
context of scarcity with regards to time or financial/material resources.
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CDFI, under the guidance of DFS, undertook the initiative to improve engageThe Pradhan Mantri Jan DhanYojana (PMJDY), translated as The Prime minister’s

ment with PMJDY accounts. FinalMile Consulting was hired to conduct a

Peoples’ Wealth Scheme, was announced on the occasion of India’s 68th

behavioural study on PMJDY communications and Bank Mitra remuneration

Independence Day in 2014. The first phase of th e scheme i.e. account opening,

model. This study zoomed in on goals, motivations and barriers of PMJDY Users in

ran until 14th August 2015 and saw unprecedented success. It became the largest

engaging with banks. The other key actor in the study was the ‘Bank Mitra’ or the

exercise ever attempted in financial inclusion space with opening of 17.73 crore

Banking Correspondent and the objective was to understand their motivations

new accounts, amounting to deposits worth INR 22,650

crore.1

However, the potential of these accounts to drive
regular and consistent banking habits is being realised
at a pace far slower than what the government would
have planned. Around 50% of the accounts remained
dormant after the first phase of the scheme and the
average balance was around INR 1,277 (USD 19).
While great investments have been made in making
people aware of the benefits of banking, the slow
pace of change in the behaviour of account holders
prompted the Department of Financial Services (DFS),
Ministry of Finance, to look at the problem through
the lens of behavioural science.
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Around

and challenges.
Traditional literature on savings among the low-income groups has largely ignored

50%

the causes for their low engagement with formal financial sources. Over 66% of

of the accounts

the intention to save as the primary reason, but most of them did not have any

remained dormant

significant savings or regular engagement with these bank accounts. Low income

after the first phase

customers do understand the basics of finance and financial engagements

of the scheme and the

primarily because of their regular engagement with informal financial sources.

average balance was
around

INR 1,277
(USD 19)

those interviewed in the study revealed that they opened bank accounts with

Their engagement with these informal sources is such that they are stuck in the
cycle of high interest borrowing and repayment. Their entire savings are spent
on repaying the loans. Intent, therefore, does not seem to be the issue but their
ability to create surplus. If these high interest informal borrowings are not made,
they do have the ability to create surplus for themselves.
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The study looked at this problem through the lens of behavioural science to map

Much of this behaviour can be explained through tunnelling– a myopic focus

the behaviours that cause this Intent-Action Gap. An important underlying reason

where all available cognitive resources are marshalled to meet short-term goals.

was ‘present bias’ and a seeming lack of self-control when it comes to miscellaneous

It is a phenomenon well documented in various research studies amongst people

purchases. As multiple research studies on self-control have shown, daily trade-

with scarce resources and brought together in Sendhil Mullainathan’s insightful

offs that people make deplete their self-control2. The decisions on spending are

book, Scarcity. The focus is on managing the present rather than long term

often based on whether they can afford to borrow for it, rather than whether

financial goals and managing finances towards achieving those goals. The result

they have enough money to pay for it. In fact, account holders seem intuitively

is a behavioural inclination towards informal financial channels which revolve

aware of this short-coming and compensate for their behaviour by using strong

around short-term loans with higher interest rates. This is also augmented by the

commitment products to ensure that they stick to the discipline of repayments,

perception of being ineligible for formal channels.

even to the point of them seeming completely irrational. In FinalMile’s proprietary
research tool, Ethnolab, where people in a simulated environment were given the

On the surface, users often explain bank account dormancy through high

choice of either saving money in a bank account that allowed withdrawals at any

physical distance from banking institutions. But our research proved this to be

time or a bank account that allowed withdrawal only at the time of a festival after

a rationalisation for intimidation due to banking procedures. These procedures

nine months, people overwhelmingly chose the more constrained second option.

make them hesitant to expose themselves to this emotionally expensive

One of the respondents perfectly summarised this, “We only need to protect money

interaction with bank.

from ourselves”.
The third aspect is related to psychological distance. Users believe that they are
un-welcome at banks because of their income status. This is due to a mental
model that banks are meant only for big value transactions, typically in excess of
INR 10,000. This results in infrequent bank engagement and less savings of
small amounts.
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Further, most of the poor are daily wagers and they need help with almost all
procedures, thereby consuming lot of time. In many instances they miss their
work to make bank transactions and this becomes very costly as they lose their
wage on that day.

1 / BRIDGING PAST AND FUTURE FOR ENHANCED ENGAGEMENT
Bridging the past and future involves four aspects. These are:
a) Focus on future

The fourth aspect of behaviour is around uncertainty of loans being granted by
banks. This is perhaps one of the most important, but the least addressed issues.
Most people do not see banks as a confirmed source for loan as they believe that
the possibility of money lenders granting the loan to them is highly certain when
compared to banks.

When people focus on the future, they tend to be more rational in their thinking,
people’s focus on future can be guided by making their future goals salient and
emotionally relevant. Issues those are emotionally relevant such as children’s
education, and marriage could help shift focus towards the future. Saving schemes
explicitly framed along the lines of ‘Children’s Education Savings Scheme’ or
‘Marriage Savings Scheme’ or ‘Diwali Savings Scheme’ have the potential to make

The result of these biases are that they engage with informal channels borrowing
money at high interest rates and continue to stay in debt, hence managing the
past rather than thinking about the future. Since relevance of banking for users
comes from loans, it can become a possible entry point considering that bank
loans are significantly cheaper than the informal loans. The challenge is then
figuring out how to make the shift towards formal channels happen. How can we
design products, communication, literacy initiatives and last mile engagements in
a way that would make them relevant for the present, while keeping sight of the
long term future? This research has pointed at a number of behavioural levers

this shift viable and build emotional barriers to withdrawal from bank savings.
b) Linking the present to the future
Traditional approach of ‘saving first and borrowing later’ makes people delay
their engagements with banks. There is a need to change this approach by means
of renewed financial products. As mentioned earlier, users do have the ability to
make loan repayments with high interest rates. Part of amount repaid on overdraft
can go to the savings account in order to grow payee’s savings corpus. Allowing
repayments while creating savings at the same time, will prove very effective.

that could be useful in this endeavour.
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c) Building commitment devices

are unsuccessful at. Our study revealed that access to bank is not a major

The customers seek commitment products that build artificial barriers to

impediment. Moreover, behaviour of customers in urban areas with better access

withdrawal as they understand their weakness when it comes to controlling

to banks also reflects similar issues of poor engagement. This study points to the

expenditure. Products with inherent features that allow commitment will make its

much larger role that Bank Mitras need to play which is to not only address the

adoption attractive as well as effective for the target audience. For e.g. if in a loan,

proximity issues with banks, but also the psychological barriers of engagement. This

there is a provision of further brorrowing upon full repayment, it will encourage

calls for a change in the way the Bank Mitra model is framed i.e. using population

great repayment discipline.

density as a measure to appoint Bank Mitras rather than branch density. Bank
Mitra can also act as one of the key channels for delivering financial literacy since

d) Reducing uncertainty by simplifying overdrafts
PMJDY accounts come with the inherent feature of an overdraft of up to INR 5,000.
Many account holders are not aware of the working of overdraft, while
others assume that it works exactly like a simple loan. Simplifying overdraft for
customers by designing communications that will clearly convey conditions for
availing it, how much can be borrowed, repayment structure etc. will expedite its
adoption.

customers can relate to them given their proficiency in local language.
3/ OVERHAULING FINANCIAL LITERACY INITIATIVES
The third lever is in overhauling financial literacy initiatives. Most literacy initiatives
driving financial inclusion are didactic i.e. they focus on instructing users with the
working of products and services offered. They only try to educate people about
the benefits of savings, how high interest rates from informal sources keep them
in a cycle of debt, etc. Customers new to banking already know this quite well

2 / ADDRESSING THE PSYCHOLOGICAL GAP

because of their existing engagements with the informal financial sector.
The shift that banks and policy makers need to make is to move its focus from

The RBI has mandated banks to address last-mile connectivity issues through

‘financial literacy’ to ‘process literacy’ i.e. what the customers need to do rather

a system of Bank Mitras who perform basic services for customers i.e. small

than why they need to do it. This needs to be addressed by embedding process

deposits and withdrawals. The reason why Bank Mitras were appointed was to

literacy as part of the product design.

address the problem of covering large physical distances that banks in rural areas
16
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4/ ADDRESSING PERCEPTIONS REGARDING PRODUCTS LINKED TO
PMJDY ACCOUNTS
The fourth lever is about addressing perceptions regarding various products
linked to PMJDY accounts. Normal perception about benefits coming from the
Government is that they are free of cost. In case of PMJDY also, people perceive
that credit facility like overdraft is free of cost, hence need not to be repaid. In
contrast, when people engage with banks and informal sources, the mental
models they apply are opposite: they know that they have to pay back if they need
to borrow again in the future. Hence, users don’t have clarity about the benefits
and objectives of PMJDY.
To sum up, the potential opportunities of bringing a large population into formal
banking channels can only be achieved if all initiatives are aligned to the context
of the customers who are being introduced to the idea of banking. Traditional
approach of offering the same products that the rich use at a lower cost to
the hitherto unbanked is sub-optimal from the perspective of actual financial
inclusion. It is encouraging that most of these changes that are needed to make
this program more effective do not require large investments of reinventing
products or creating new channels. It is all about aligning existing structures with
the goals, aspirations and anxieties of this audience.
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Financial inclusion i.e. providing access of formal

The Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana was announced

financial sector to the sections of society that have

by the honourable Prime Minister of India, Mr.

been deprived of formal financial channels has been

Narendra Modi on the occasion of India’s 68th

a priority for the Government and the Reserve Bank

Independence Day. The scheme saw unprecedented

of India for several decades. This is in line with current

success and became the largest exercise in financial

priorities at the global level, with policymakers at

inclusion ever attempted with 12.55 crore accounts

various levels undertaking a wide range of measures

opened by January 2015 and 27.77 crore accounts

to include the excluded or the under-served within the

by February 2017. The levers of this success were

folds of formal finance. Accordingly, the Government

the scheme’s promotion of zero balance accounts,

and the RBI have undertaken a host of innovative and

promise of insurance claims and loans to a population

dedicated measures to drive forward the financial

accustomed only to unconstrained government

inclusion agenda.

payouts. Due to misconceptions about the offerings,
the same levers have become impediments for the

The big push towards financial inclusion in India has

sustainability of the scheme and very fewer accounts

emanated from the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana

are being used by account holders. Around 50% of

(PMJDY) in August 2014 and the Jan Dhan-Aadhaar-

the accounts remained dormant after the first phase

Mobile (JAM) trinity articulated in the Government’s

of the scheme and the average balance was only ~

Economic Survey 2014-15, as well as the special

INR 1,277 (USD 19).

thrust on financial inclusion by the Financial Stability
and Development Council (FSDC). Thus, the financial
inclusion drive has assumed a broader national
development policy goal.
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This study was initiated with the objective to identify areas of improvement in the
scheme’s design and implementation keeping the impediments in mind. About
1,200 PMJDY account holders and Bank Mitras in 6 locations across the country
were interviewed using Ethnolab, a research tool invented by FinalMile to collect
and analyse qualitative and quantitative data. Interactions with account holders
were structured in the form of game called Malamal (Richie Rich). The collated
results shed light on the context users operate in and the heuristics or mental
shortcuts influencing them. The study posited to discover reasons for low account
usage from the lens of behavioural science by using bias-negating tools. The
findings of the study open up multiple, behavioural science informed avenues
that can have large impact on savings behaviour.
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The research was done in two stages. The first stage was an immersion phase
which was meant to help understand the on-ground situation and frame issues
that are relevant for further study. This stage defined the hypotheses that were

Questions were asked to users to understand their

relevant for for the main phase of research. Our team of consultants interviewed

financial planning and engagement with bank accounts,

21 account holders in urban low-income housing projects and slums in Mumbai,

Bank Mitras and banks employees.

Lucknow and Chennai. For the rural perspective, our team travelled to villages
and small towns in a ~300 km radius around the three urban centres: Solapur in
the west, Barabanki in the north and Kanchipuram in the South.
West
Urban Mumbai

11 Users (A/c holders)
1 Bank Mitras (BM)
4 bankers

Rural

Solapur

Hiraj, Kamti, Tirhe
25 Users
2 Bank Mitras

North

South

Lucknow

Chennai

5 Users
2 Bank Mitras

Barabanki

Tilokpur
6 Users
2 Bank Mitras

5 Users
2 Bank Mitras

Kanchipuram
Poochivakam
8 Users
2 Bank Mitras

SBI
Canara Bank

Sample Size

76 Interviews
61 Customers
15 Bank-Mitras & officials

Bank of Baroda
Bank of India
Vijaya Bank
Indian Bank
CBI
UBI
OBC

Figure 1: Regions covered in the first phase of the study

Syndicate

The consultants also met Bank Mitras in all six research locations. To get a

UCO

complete understanding, the team also interviewed bank employees and

PNB

corporate offices in Mumbai. The range of banks interacted with included

HDFC Bank

major public sector banks, private banks as well as regional rural banks. The

Others

largest number of participants was from State Bank of India among the public

0
50
100
Total No. of participants n=729

sector banks. HDFC bank was the most popular bank among the private banks.

Figure 2: Participants by bank
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The second phase of the study was more comprehensive covering more than
1,000 PMJDY account holders and 200 Bank Mitras across six diverse regions
in the country. These regions were charted out considering the geographical and
coterminous constraints. They had similar number of PMJDY account holders with
identical population size. Madurai and the adjoining districts of Mellur and Vellore
were chosen in the Southern region, while Indore and rural areas adjoining Dewas
in Central India. The Western region was covered in the Kheda district of Gujarat

Region

as well as Mumbai in Maharashtra, while Guwahati and adjoining rural districts
were visited in the East. The North, being the most populous, was divided regionsone covering Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, for which Varanasi and neighbouring
Mirzapur, and the second covering rest of North India, for which our team visited
Ludhiana and Khanna in Punjab.

Areas covered during
Immersion and EthnoLabTM
NORTH I Ludhiana, Khanna
NORTH II Lucknow, Barabanki, Varanasi, Mirzapur
WEST

Mumbai, Solapur, Nadiad, Anand

CENTRAL Indore, Dewas
EAST

Guwahati, Puthimari, Nalbari

SOUTH

Chennai, Kanchipuram,
Madurai, Melur

Figure 4: Regions covered in the second phase of the study

Region

The study sample was divided into quantitative and qualitative segments. 745

Sample for the study was
representative of the new
account holders through
PMJDY. 36% of the sample was
urban, 28% was rural, and
36% was semi-urban. 62% of
the participants were male and
38% were female.

account holders and 134 Bank Mitras were asked to answer objective questions
about their asset-liability profiles, their experiences, trials and tribulations in
opening and using their PMJDY accounts as well as banking in formal and informal
channels. On the other hand 349 users and 66 Bank Mitras were interviewed
following participation in bias-negating game exercise.
Figure 3: Participants by Area and Gender
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Figure 5: Phase-wise break-up of research sample

The research was predominantly qualitative, where immersive techniques

TM

were employed to elicit meaningful and honest responses from interviewees.
Considering the scope of the study, qualitative research was also supplemented
with quantitative research component. For recruitment of participants, our field
implementation partners used a sampling technique in which neighbourhoods
were chosen randomly. Every tenth house was approached using the ‘right hand
rule’ (which involves selecting the right lane, the right turn and the house on the
right hand side). A screening questionnaire was used with questions such as
whether they were the chief decision makers of their household, whether they
were PMJDY account holder etc. Certain set of categories such as bank employees
were excluded from the research. Willing respondents were then brought to a
central location for the study.
28
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EthnoLab is a FinalMile platform that banks on elicitation of drivers of decisions

Conundrum Game (a type of Ethnolab) was used

and behaviours through deliberation as respondents fall to make responses

to eliminate personal filters and capture responses

that are ‘lies honestly told’. EthnoLab allows participants to engage in game-

representative of the emotions, mental models and

like environments and make several decisions related to the study before engag-

biases underlying behaviour.

ing in conversations with moderators.
The game platform helps in exciting non-conscious drivers of decision making
and behaviours in the following ways:
Allows high level of immersion with the platform
Allows masking the topic of study with other relevant topics and at times
distractions
Allows for responses driven by emotions, mental models and context rather
than deliberations
Reduces time for participants to think
Obviates need for conforming to opinions of other people
More importantly, Ethnolab platform also allows for eliciting behavioural science
principles and interventions that influence preference within the context of its
Figure 6: PMJDY account
holders participating in
study in Indore (top) and
Dewas (bottom)

games. These influencers together with the understanding of the role of context,
emotions and mental models in decision making, help design interventions for
behaviour change.
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The game exposed participants to 12 different audio-visual scenarios, each
scenario ending with a decision problem having multiple possible outcomes.
Participants won points in each round of the game if their choice of decision
outcomes matched the choice of the majority of people playing in the group,
instead for a right or wrong answer. Thus, the self-bias of participants are
completely negated reducing chances of ‘lies honestly told’. The responses and
conversation allow analysis of their decision making process on the basis of their
action tendencies and emotional appraisal.

Figure 7: Hindi translation of the conundrum
game used in Western Northern India
(Assamese and Tamil versions were also used)

Figure 8: Instructions to the Conundrum game (Hindi
version)
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CURRENT CONTEXT OF THE PMJDY CONSUMER
A typical PMJDY user’s income is insufficient to meet his/her family needs and
most of the time he/she is compelled to make ends meet by compromising
needs desires. Continuous scarcity keeps them in a perpetual loss frame. Any
surplus they have is not seen as savings, but is seen as an opportunity to meet
their compromised needs/desires. Becoming able to bear extra expense simply
means the need to borrow for anything extra. Behavioural science gives great
importance to compromise and its effect on psychology over time. People have
a fixed ‘bandwidth’ of self-control. Compromising with basic needs leads to
cognitive fatigue and depletion of this bandwidth. Moreover, there is a tendency
across income groups to discount future payoffs through a concept known as
hyperbolic discounting. They think of themselves very differently in the future
from their present situation, almost as if they are thinking of another person. This
leads to procrastination that never help them take the required actions towards

Why scarcity doesn’t work on
insurance products?
To a farmer who is currently struggling
to ﬁnd enough money for rainfall or
medical expenses, insurance for next
season seems abstract. And it clearly
falls outside the ‘tunnel’- a myopic worldview induced by scarcity. Insurance
does not deal with any of the needs—
food,

rent,

school

fees—that

pressing against the mind at the
present

moment.

long term goals. This reality is very well captured in
the literature by Arthur Laffer, which confirms poor
education, financial indiscipline, and welfare traps
as reasons for poverty.3 In reality, it is the scarcity
that makes it harder for poor to deal with self-control
as compared to other income groups.

34

are

If you have
savings in the
bank, you won’t
be dependent on
anybody and you
won’t have to
borrow money
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MOST PEOPLE ARE IN DEBT

Many interviewed users were servicing debts ranging

Average level of liability of participants in the study was INR 32,169 -170% higher
than the average savings level of INR 11,767. Only 329 of the 1,094 participants
disclosed their liabilities in the questionnaire. However, when interviewed,
testimonials of the other participants also disclosed high levels of indebtedness.
Unsecured loans and gold loans are the normal forms of borrowing among PMJDY
users. Additionally they also use chit funds and its variations.
Borrowing money from friends is common and it

40,000

largely taken for medical emergencies, weddings or
social occasions. A large part of their income is spent
in servicing this cycle of debt, leaving little for savings.
Users typically showed no retirement savings; instead
they are relying on their children to take care of them
in their old age.

works on the principle of reciprocity. People would

32,169
30,000

INR

from INR 20,000 to INR 2 lakhs. These loans were

lend out to friends knowing well that they are their

57,565.21
60,000

social security when it comes to borrowing money.

20,000

41,723.52
45,000

11,767
10,000

26,776.85

I had borrowed
Rs. 50,000 for my
farm, now I will take
3 years to recover
from this…in the
meantime I will
take loans from the
Sahukar

What savings, by the
end of the month
we struggle to find
money - no question
of savings

30,000
0

18,043.47

Owing to unstructured and volatile incomes,

Figure 9: Average debt and
savings of participants

and the seasonal nature of several occupations,
a typical PMJDY user is susceptible to fall behind

12,733.33
15,000

Saving money is a
luxury only the welloff can afford

9,208.33

0

when faced with expenses such as school fees,
or minor emergencies at work or at home. This

We live hand to
mouth on a daily
basis

Figure 10: Regionwise liabilities of participants

We don’t need
insurance; it is our
children who will
take care of us

imbalance leads to perpetual borrowing at high
costs. The result is a proclivity towards informal
channels.
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USERS ARE ALREADY ENGAGED WITH A VARIETY OF
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
People are well entrenched into the informal financial system, but their engagement with banks are very limited. They do have bank accounts, mainly through
the PMJDY scheme, but their source of finance is predominantly informal channels
like money- lenders. Unsecured loans and gold loans are the normal forms of
borrowing. As mentioned earlier, chit funds are also extremely popular. Informal
channels address their urgent needs at high interest rates but users are unable to

Gold loans (at 3-5% monthly interest rates) are
considered more liquid than banks, falling back on
decades-old mental model when commodities were
more liquid than fledgling securities in a nascent
capital market system. The same is the case with
personal loans that are available against house
papers or vehicle registration papers. MFIs are also
considered as liquid source of funds by user.
If I need some
urgent money, I
can always get loan
against gold

We never take
risk of borrowing
from banks. We
transact with our
local money lenders

No. of participants

do anything as the formal system is not supportive.

I pawn my jewellery
(gold). There is a
pawn shop on the
main road (implied
very close) where
I go and give it

Banks only lend
for our farms.
They won’t give us
anything if we
need money
for our homes

Even though I have
a bank account,
I would continue
putting money
in the chit fund

Liabilities
Figure 11: Types of liabilities declared by participants
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USERS LOOK AT THEIR ABILITY TO MANAGE A LOAN
AND THE REPAYMENT, NOT THE COST OF FINANCE

USERS UNDERSTAND THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF
FINANCIAL ENGAGEMENT

Decision making to borrow money is not based on cost but the convenience of

Households with lower income do understand the rules of engagement with

getting it on time and the ability to repay. Users understand very well that 3%, 5%

formal financial products because of their ongoing engagement with informal

or 10% interest rate a month is very high. However, that is not the priority factor

sources. They understand the management of repayments, the importance of

because the probability of getting formal credit is very low.

discipline, working of the formal credit rating system etc.

When it comes to select a source of credit, users largely
look into their ability to afford repayment in the short
run. Say, if they can afford to pay fifteen rupees a day
out of their cash flow even at an interest of 20% a
month, it will be considered more affordable than a
bank loan with EMI of INR 3,500 at an annual interest
rate of 12%. In other words, most of the credit needs
of PMJDY users are short term and interest costs of
loans are not salient as long as the informal sources
are fulfilling them.

3% is high, but
it is something that
I can manage. For
Rs.1,500 loan, it’s
just Rs. 45 a month.
That’s something
I can afford
For Rs. 5,000 loan,
they cut Rs. 500 and
give Rs. 4,500. I pay
back Rs. 50/day
for 100days

Fixed Deposit

Others

Savings Account
FACT

Figure 12: Services best understood by participants

EXISTING PRODUCTS ARE BEHAVIOURALLY SUITED FOR CUSTOMERS:
A KIND OF CHIT FUND
This study tried to understand the challenges in getting the unbanked poor into
the fold of formal banking system. While the engagement with bank accounts
was poor amongst these customers, they had a highly sophisticated and efficient
means for managing their financial requirements. Mostly in form of simplified
versions of chit fund with fixed dividend. Chit funds are also known as ‘Beesi’ or
‘Chitty’ or ‘Kuree.
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This study attempted to understand why people prefer the system of chit fund
to that of a loan from bank. Firstly, chit fund is found to be a much more efficient
mechanism for managing financial needs as each member receives their money
when they need. Members with the immediate need are able to redeem their
money instantly and the ones with patience end up getting more return. Hence, it
works wonderfully well for everyone.
Small bank savings are often not attached to long-term goals and it becomes easy
to withdraw them for impulsive expenses. But, when it comes to lump sum monFigure 13: Working of a chit fund

eligible for dividend

not-eligible for dividend

HOW IT WORKS: For example, 11 people come together for a chit fund. The chit fund
amount for each month is decided at the beginning, say, INR 10,000 per member.
It is a combination of lottery and some understanding amongst the subscribers
based on when they would need the money. Each member contributes INR 10,000

ey, people have goals to use it for a bigger purpose. This psychology makes chit
funds applicable for more lasting expenses like home renovation, buying cattle,
fertilizer expenses, paying off another high interest loan etc.
Anyone who needs money can immediately get a group of people together and

to the chit every month, totalling INR 110,000. The first beneficiary amongst the

start a Beesi/chit fund. There are some uncertainties but users get money when

subscribers gets INR 100,000; the remaining INR 10,000 gets distributed equally

they need and they are willing to pay premium for it. Whereas, in case of banks,

amongst the other subscribers. The person who gets INR 100,000 does not get any

users doubt the possibility of getting loan at all due to the lengthy procedure.

benefit from dividends in future. He needs to pay his INR 10,000 each month for
the remaining 10 months. Next month, the next beneficiary of the chit fund gets
INR 100,000 and the remaining 9 people split the dividend of INR 10,000. In the
following month, 8 people split the dividend and so on until all 11 subscribers have
got their INR 100,000.

Informal avenues of credit costs 5-10% per month. Even in regular chit funds,
people bid for their chance and depending on urgency often pay a high cost for
getting funds. Fairness and ability to immediately fulfill urgent needs are important underlying factors of success of informal sector.
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A fantastic credit rating system is also inherent in the chit fund. Members know

No transaction cost and documentation: For credit checks, documentation, and

that in case of default, they will have no access to credit from this group in future

under-writings. It is a simple system amongst people who trust one another.

as the subscribers who come together are known to each other.

This is a big relief for those belonging to marginalised sections. They often find
themselves short on various documents that banks require - land deeds, KYC

In villages news spreads so fast, that it creates a social pressure ensuring that

documents etc.

people think of ways to manage their money every month so that they never get
into trouble. As one of the subscribers said, “I have to die of hunger before I think

It is all among equals: There is a sense of intimidation that people feel when they

of not paying my Beesi (chit fund) contributions as it is a matter of not just my

have to go to bank as their relationship with bank employees is not equal. In the

pride but of my family”.

case of chit funds, there is equality amongst its subscribers.
For the Government and all other stakeholders who work to formally provide
for the financial needs of the poor, it is a challenge to see how such efficient and
effective systems can be replicated in banks
Some of the questions that need to be addressed are:
How can financial products be designed such that they incorporate the
strengths of the informal system?
How can the credit ratings inherent in informal system be replicated to build
low NPA portfolios?
Do formal channels indeed have anything more to learn from how MFIs and
SHGs operate?
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USERS HAVE SOME ANXIETIES ABOUT THEMSELVES
IN RELATION TO THEIR FINANCES

BANKS ARE DIFFICULT WHEN IT COMES TO LOANS
Low income customers find bank procedures lengthy
and bureaucratic.

Low income customers understand that their self-

The dominant belief amongst

respondents was that they would not be able to get

control their over spending money is pretty weak as

loan from bank because of the extensive paperwork

they know that any money they keep with themselves

involved, irrespective of their eligibility towards a

gets spent. Their control is further minimised when

particular loan or service. Thus, the avoidance is due to

it comes to smaller amounts. Therefore savings

anxieties around aspects of banking procedures, rather

(particularly small amounts) is one need that a formal

than core constraints of eligibility. PMJDY so far brought

financial system can help PMJDY customers with.

the latter to the unbanked by opening accounts en
masse. Further, there is need to alleviate the anxieties
of users. Some of the anxieties can be addressed by
reducing the complex paperwork and bureaucratic
procedures involved in normal transactions.

The only one
I need to protect
the money from
is myself
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After giving all the papers, they will
ask for two more papers, asking us to again
go back to the gram panchayat. It takes
a lot of time before we can get everything
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Language of instruction is another impediment

PRIMARY REASON FOR OPENING A BANK ACCOUNT
WAS TO SAVE

towards engagement as most of the forms/
documents are either in English or Hindi. Users (even
if educated in other languages) become dependent

Users have a high inten-

on bank officials or other customers. In the study,

tion to save through a

it was found that RuPay cards, PINs etc., were big

bank account- as banks

worries for the customers. Many respondents did

are considered efficient

not know how to resolve issues in case they misplace

medium through which

ATM PIN, lose Rupay Card etc. They feared humiliation

money

over making mistakes leading to avoidance. Hence

In the study, more than

communication in local languages is very important to
promote financial inclusion. Also, many interviewees
felt that banks would not welcome them unless they
owned a large sum of money. For these reasons,
many

users

did

not

visit

bank

once

accounts were opened.
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their

can

be

saved.

They don’t even
look at us properly.
As soon as the spot
us, they relegate
us to a corner of
the bank

60% of the respondents

Sir, those who
do not have
land cannot
expect anything
from the bank

placed banks as the best

opened their PMJDY accounts with the primary
intention to save. Of the
746

respondents,

84%

location to build savings,
ahead of chit funds and
Figure 14: Main motivation for opening PMJDY account
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private collectors.

ACCOUNT OPENING EXPERIENCE WAS QUITE SMOOTH
Expected social benefits such as direct transfers (DBTs) have been the chief
motivators for account opening. There are expectations of getting more social
benefits in future. Many users were motivated to open an account due to social
proof that the others in their neighbourhood were also opening their accounts.
Many went in groups to open accounts during PMJDY campaigns.
The other important factor is that users did not really draw a distinction between
external correspondents of banks hired for PMJDY scheme, and the bank staff.
Hence, several users assumed that Bank Mitras were the regular bank employees
that motivated and facilitated their account opening. Many users also got to know
about PMJDY through the media, local leaders, bank officials, etc.

The self help
group leader
told all of us to
open the PMJDY
account, so
we all opened it

It is generally
very beneficial to
have a bank account.
We know that

Additionally, the mental model of ‘zero-balance’
account

(“Phokat

has

made

PMJDY

accounts entirely risk-free for users and there was
for them to understand the nuances of the features

We opened the account
because everyone in
our neighbourhood
was doing so

of the account.

Account opening was
really smooth. The
bankers opened the
account for us

popular because their benefits were perceived as

I know someone who
works for the bank’s
security. It is he who
suggested that I open
a PMJDY account

Moreover, the two insurance products- PM Suraksha
Bima Yojana and PM Jeevan Jyoti Yojana were also
social welfare provided by the Government free of
cost.
Thus, several misconceptions about the nature of
benefits linked to PMJDY have motivated account
opening (such as expectations of getting Rs. 5000 in
account and receiving free insurance).

Anyways it is zero balance account
only, so what’s the harm

I bought both insurancesone worth INR 12 and other
for INR 330. The bank people
told me both were very good

They told us Modi is giving Rs. 5,000 so
we went and opened the account

Figure 15: Mode of PMJDY account opening
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Account”)
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SUBSEQUENT ENGAGEMENT WITH BANK WAS LOW

ZERO BALANCE AND GOVERNMENT WELFARE
The ‘zero-balance’ mental model that was used to

The same mental models that facilitated account open welfare, zero-balance

pitch account-opening, now serves as a mental block.

requirements, are posing as impediments for the subsequent engagement phase.

Users find depositing money into an account not
needing a minimum balance, to be an unnecessary

SALIENCY OF ENTRY AND TRANSACTION COSTS
We need
something to start
saving, it cannot
happen or start
on its own
Figure 16: Main barriers to banking (by percentage of total reponse)

Users articulate that they do not have enough money
to deposit in bank while what they really mean is that
they do not have large amounts at a single point in

We have our
pockets to keep
the money, banks
are not necessary
for this

and illogical exercise.
Many users see PMJDY accounts as the account to
receive government benefits, rather than instruments
to access savings and credit products.
Users also feel that if all they can get back is their own
money, the only beneficiary of the account is either
the government or banks, not them.

it is in reality.
Transaction costs also make savings of small amounts
in banks unviable, while perceived effort in withdrawing
their own money is seen as unnecessary.
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If the Government wanted
to do anything good (for
us), they could put that
money in this account
I’m sure the authorities
must benefit from us
maintaining an account
balance, but I cannot see
any advantage for me
personally

However, several users expressed immense faith in

time to put in bank as savings. They perceive the cost
of engagement with bank to be far higher than what

Even when (LPG
subsidy) comes into our
accounts, we withdraw it.
It does not need to have
balance. We do not have
more money to put into it

See, it can take
upto two hours
for us to withdraw
money from the
bank

the fountainhead of the project, the Prime Minister.
We have complete
trust in the Prime
Minister. He is the
reason I opened the
account

Testimonial evidences in the immersion phase of the study
revealed that users showed reluctance in withdrawing
subsidies that had flowed into their account, which users
are less likely to disturb, thereby taking a step towards
adopting behaviour of savings regimen.
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USERS RATIONALISE LOW ENGAGEMENT WITH BANK
This study found out that the articulated reasons for lack of engagement had little
to do with geographical distance and transaction cost. Bank accessibility, overall,

Average cost of journey (in INR)

was not a long journey costing only an average of INR 14.

Region
Figure 17: Bank and ATM accessibility by region

Thus, distance played a major role as a barrier to banking, but de facto it was not an
issue. There are several reasons that cause these institutional and psychological
gaps, resulting in the observed rationalization by users.
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PRODUCT CONCEPTS
INCREASE RELEVANCE OF SAVINGS GOALS
Connecting savings goals to more immediate desires for users will make them
closer, vivid and emotionally salient. The future self (planning for self) should be
leveraged to execute it effectively.

1
SHIKSHA BACHAT SCHEME

Based on combinations of key
insights, we have developed
product concepts for banks to
cater to PMJDY account holders
and improve their engagement

Principle
Leveraging mental accounts of short term financial goals in order to enhance
savings discipline

In this case, recurring deposits (RD) can be reframed as a loan for the user which

Replicate user proclivity towards structured repayments to informal channels,

would be disbursed only at a predefined time, though they will have to start

into formal banking products

repaying the loan from now and get the principal free at a predefined time.

Concept
Advertise small, goal-specific savings
Target different segments or groups of account holders with specific and
directed savings goals
Enhance feeling of flexibility in the minds of clients by giving them moratoriums
during festival like Diwali, Pongal etc. Also provide concessions for weak families

Figure 18: Emotionally relevant goals for PMJDY customers

Opportunities to reframe RD as a child plan, marriage plan, house renovation
plan, or house building plan should be explored by banks. Child plans can mature
in April, while others like marriage can have a 3, 5 or 10 year tenure.
Work with goalposts that are closer rather than the ones far away. Once the
required mental account is set up, it can be driven for long term engagements.
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such as ones with no male earner or high number of senior citizens

User Sub-segment

Advertised ‘Goal’

Branding

User Ultra-Low income

Food Security

Poshan Suraksha Scheme

Low income

Disease prevention

Swasthya Suraksha Scheme

Farmer

Rabi/kharif harvest

Fasal Suraksha Scheme

Parent

School semester fee

Shiksha Bachat Scheme

HR Resident Sub-segment

Diwali

Diwali Scheme

Figure 19: Segmentation, targeting and positioning of commitment products
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Illustration1. Shiksha Bachat Scheme
Flexible deposit window instead of a fixed date (e.g. 5th to 12th of a month)
Flexibility to bundle up to three repayments pre/post without adverse

Figure 20: Illustrative I
of poster for ‘shiksha
bachat account’

consequences
No penalty for dropping off
Certainty in terms of maturity date, maturity amount and lock-in period
Proposition
The user gets the comfort of structured repayments which she is used to due to
her prior engagements with informal sources
At the same time user has the fexibility that encourages to interact with formal
banking system on a regular basis
Over time user appreciates the value of saving for specific goals and reaps the
benefit of long term savings
Touch Points
Promote a ‘Shiksha Bachat Scheme’ for users with school going children
Put up graphic posters (in local language) briefly promoting the scheme in bank
branches, Bank Mitra offices and schools
Also print flyers outlining the procedural details of the scheme
Equip bank employees and Bank Mitras with the knowledge of the product
Equip bank employees and Bank Mitras with the details of the workings of the
product
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USE COMMITMENT TO NEGATE HYPERBOLIC
DISCOUNTING

Figure 21: Illustrative II of
poster for ‘sikhsha bachat
scheme’

There is a need for building commitment into financial products that convert
users’ myopic worldview into a longstanding one, making them aware of future
goals by preventing present challenges to take over.
Future

Present

MYOPIC DOER

FAR SIGHTED PLANNER

GIVES INTO
INDULGENCE

WILLINGNESS TO
DELAY REWARDS

EMOTIONAL

RATIONAL THINKER

Figure 22: Likely impact of commitment financial products on users

Labels given to savings buckets should be linked to salient goals such as children’s
education, marriage, pension, etc. Once people start saving into these buckets
and are able to withdraw from it after a certain date or amount is reached,
users will start appreciating the benefits of long term engagement. It would be
beneficial to start off with smaller-time frame commitment products to get the
users comfortable with their savings being inaccessible for some time period.
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Example

This model has been tested with a lot of success in
different parts of the world. For example, Green Bank
carried out a randomized control trial (RCT) to assess
the effectiveness of their new product with one group
being offered savings advice and the Save, Earn, Enjoy
Deposits (SEED) product, and another group being
offered just savings advice. The trial revealed that
28% of those who were explicitly offered the SEED
product opened an account. After 12 months, about
half of them had deposited money into their account
beyond the initial opening deposit, and one third had
continued to regularly deposit money. With regard
to SEED’s impact on savings, the average savings
balance of the commitment group increased by 42%
after six months and by 82% after one year.4

ENHANCE SAVINGS USING MENTAL ACCOUNTING
Savings are perceived as an outflow - an immediate
expense, which prevents users to adapt savings
behaviour. One of the areas where this can be broken
is by transferring DBTs into savings products. Again,
this makes use of the future self by appealing to the
intentions of the future and taking out the present
self. For example, LPG subsidy is one such example
where beneficiaries don’t consider it as their own
earnings. Automatically transferring the transferring
the LPG subsidy into a fixed deposit would not hurt
beneficiaries as much as paying from their own
pocket. DBTs can also be structured in ways that can
increase savings (on Daily, Weekly or Monthly basis.
Example

A similar savings scheme designed by Richard Thaler,
which allowed employees to allocate a portion of their
future salary increment towards retirement savings
yielded dramatic results, with average savings rate
for participants increasing from 3.5% to 11.6% over
the course of 28 months.5
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PRODUCT CONCEPTS
2
THE `5000 OVERDRAFT
Principle
This product leverages the loan repayment capacity (from informal sources)
and mental models of users to build saving behavior
Awareness about bank loans along with the intent to avail the cheapest source
of loans is present

Proposition
The product to meet the need of short term credit without excessive
documentation (simpler than the normal processes in banks)
At the end of the product cycle, the user gets a far better understanding of
banking procedures and parlance. The user also gains confidence in engaging
with formal sources for credit
The users experience ‘positive a savings balance’ for the first time. The savings
can be leveraged to receive further credit (from banks)

Concept
The overdraft (OD) product is the right means to fulfill user’s immediate need for

Touch Points
Advertise the scheme for users seeking loans. Keep eligibility criteria conspicuous

credit and start their engagement with bank. The OD should also be conducive

in order to avoid disappointment among users

to grow savings corpus. It can then become both a loan and a savings product

Put up posters (translated in local language) conveying the benefits of the

rolled into one, something that is of great value to users

scheme in bank branches and Bank offices

The repayment of the OD should be structured (as users are more comfortable

Also print fliers outlining the procedural details of the product

with structured payments). This will enforce discipline in the formal credit system

Equip bank employees and Bank Mitras with the knowledge and the financial

An overdraft EMI can be structured in such a way that the payee makes some

workings of the product

savings out of each repayment. This can help user to inculcate permanent
behaviour towards savings by using it further either as deposits into pension
account or into other savings products like FDs/RDs. Additionally, banks can
also use this savings as collateral for a subsequent loan
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SHIFTING FROM FINANCIAL TO PROCESS LITERACY
WILL IMPROVE QUALITY OF ENGAGEMENT
Most PMJDY users understand the financial terms
such as interest rates, credibility and reciprocity.
They clearly understand the benefits of engaging
with bank products/ services but fail to keep up with
processes. Process literacy is about making people
understand the basics of how to engage with bank.
Process literacy is not just about destination, but the
journey/roadmap. It is important to make process
Figure 23: Overdraft with loan as well as savings corpus
Reduced
uncertainty and
risk. Increases
feasibility of ODs

Repayment
capacity
Rs. 1,500/m

literacy inherent in products by emphasizing on the

Leveraging high
repayment
capacity from
informal
channels to
enforce savings

operational elements of starting and continuing to
use a financial service/product.
Tangible
rewards
alleviates
hesitation

OD SAVINGS
Encourages
process
literacy

- Higher OD limit
becomes
marker of status
- Hierarchy of PMJDY
clients(One Star, Two
star) institutionalises
competition

-Reduces effort of
engagement for user
- Each BM’s client
group becomes unit of
socialization

Figure 24: Salient features of overdraft for ‘two star clients’
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PRODUCT CONCEPTS
3
CASH BACK SCHEME

Proposition
The scheme satisfies the user’s need for short term credit without excessive
documentation (simpler than the normal processes in banks)

Principle
Leverage endowment effect and loss aversion to drive loan repayment by
assuring cash back incentives at the end of loan tenure
This product leverages loan repayment capacity and mental models to impact
savings behaviour

The user gains from leveraging their habit of repaying (informal loans), in a
formal setting
The user experiences a ‘positive savings balance’ for the first time. The savings
leveraged to receive further credit (from banks)
The user experiences extra motivation to repay the loan, and subsequently
gains knowledge and confidence in interacting with bank

Concept
Transfer account holders from informal to formal credit sources through a loan
PMJDY users are caught in the high-cost debt from informal channels on a daily
and weekly basis, unable to exit the poverty trap
At the same time, they are unable to access formal sources of credit due to
low savings. This bridge loan can enable them to cross over to formal credit by
giving them a lump-sum
For a loan of INR 2,000, bank takes an EMI of 250 for 10 months of which INR 200
is the principal, INR 20 is the interest and INR 30 is the savings. After all the EMIs
are paid, bank rewards the user with the savings of INR 500
The prospect of receiving INR 500 more will make users try hard to make
repayments. This will enforce discipline and the result in frequent account
engagement

Figure 25: Working of a cash back scheme
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Touch Points
Advertise a ‘Cash Back Scheme’ for users seeking

Figure 26: Illustrative poster
for ‘cash back account’

credit. Keep eligibility criteria conspicuous to avoid
disappointment among users
Put up posters (translated in local language),
conveying the benefits of

the

scheme in bank

branches and Bank Mitra offices
Also print flyers outlining the procedural details
of the scheme. Equip bank employees and Bank
Mitras with knowledge and financial working of
the scheme
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PRODUCT CONCEPTS
LEVERAGING MENTAL MODELS TOWARDS
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES

3
AUTOMATIC ACCOUNT

Some users showed reluctance in withdrawing
subsidies that had directly flowed into their bank

Principle

account. Incoming subsidies apparently exist in a

Leverage the mental model of reluctance in withdrawing government subsidies

separate mental account, which users are less likely

into a long term savings

to disturb, thereby taking a step towards adopting a
behaviour of savings regimen.

Concept
PMJDY account holders should have some of their savings decisions automated,
so that they are not continually tempted to make myopic decisions that give
them small pleasures in the short run but erode their savings in the long run
All subsidies from the government (LPG subsidies, pesticide subsidies and seed
subsidies etc.) can be automatically transferred to savings-cum-investment
products such as ‘Automatic Pension Scheme’ and ‘Automatic Insurance Scheme’
The transfer should be preceded by the Bank Mitra visit, informing account
holders of the provision and its benefits, taking their signature of consent and
informing of this ‘default’ coming into effect. Bank Mitra should also guide the
account holders if they wish to sign themselves out of the scheme
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Proposition
The savings decisions are automated by the consent of users and the accumulated
savings are directed for long term benefit of the users

Figure 28: Illustrative
poster for ‘Automatic pension
account’

The user experiences long term security for the first time

Figure 27: Illustration of starting a ‘automatic pension account’

Touch Points
Design a consent form for users to allow automatic transfer of DBTs to a pension
account
Convey workings of the scheme to Bank Mitras. Ask them to visit users to explain
its benefits and get their consent, thereby creating awareness for the product by
word of mouth
Keep consent forms in branches and convey workings of the products to bank
employees
Put up posters (translated in local language), along with the benefits of the
scheme in bank branches and Bank Mitra offices
Equip Bank Mitras and bank employees to answer queries on the financial
workings of the transfer as well as the automatic account
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MASS MEDIA
Television and print media are the most popular sources of information.
Communication via these channels on the importance of financial engagement
will be well consumed at a very large scale.
Advertisements should leverage hope and social proof. Potential applications
may include the following:
Advertising stories of users who gained access to credit through continual account
engagement, especially those who leveraged the loan for larger purpose, like
starting a business
Acknowledging that savings are difficult with constant bargain between
unfulfilled past desires and future. Conveying the challenges and ways of
fending off these decisions every month will enhance user awareness
Using positive reinforcement to drive optimism among cognitively fatigued
users, such as words of encouragement and regular praise of native attributes:
‘You have immense self-control’, ‘You are in control of your financial destiny’, etc.
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Mass Media: Targeted ad campaigns
Promotion

of

saving

schemes

PHONE HELPLINE

with

directed

As of January 2016, there are 101 crore cellphones in India.6 This tool of mass

campaigns towards sub-segments of PMJDY users

outreach must be leveraged to encourage ﬁnancial inclusion among PMJDY users.

will enhance saliency

Regular phone calls from ﬁnancial discipline oﬃcers or automated voice messages
encouraging users about their progress and proximity to a set ﬁnancial goal, will

This can be done by advertising small, goal specific
savings: keep INR X locked-in to pay next semester’s
school fees, preventive medication, etc,
Users should be segmented while advertising
specific goals. Avoiding a monolithic categorization
towards the entire PMJDY population will increase
its penetrability

enhance their commitment towards their future self.
Alternately, a free helpline
that a user can call during
periods of cognitive fatigue
and ‘talk’ about impending
slip-ups in self-control, or
discuss, re-impose or realign
long term goals, will be as
effective.

Discussing

with

users about their likely source
of expenditure and ways to
curb them, will raise saliency
about these weaknesses and
build resolve to overcome
them thus increasing savings
rates.
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Figure 29: Poster promoting Jan-Dhan helpline
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Sample Script for Helpline
Relevance of savings goals and commitment:
What are your long-term goals and aspirations?
In the absence of goals, try to create emotionally salient
goals (children’s education, weddings, retirement etc.)
Alternately, make users focus on nearer goals rather
than goals that are distant in the future (Save INR 5,000
in the next eight weeks, purchase an appliance)

Relevance of savings goals:

Sample
One-way SMSs

Repayment
discipline is
important with
PMJDY. Make sure
to repay your loans
on time.

What are your long-term goals and aspirations?
How committed are you towards achieving these goals?
Are you ready to make small sacrifices daily?
Did you know that by drinking one cup of tea less per day,
you will be able to save a substantial sum after two-three
weeks?
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Small sacrifices,
big gains:
If you save INR 5
each for 3 weeks,
you can become debt
free very soon.7

Whenever money
is kept at home,
some expense or
the other always
comes up. Keep
your savings in your
bank account and
watch them grow.

Priming for default:
Pensions are
useful in one’s old
age. How much of
your LPG subsidy
would you like to
save towards your
pension?

Repetition instills
discipline and
confidence:

For those customers who
have not been touched
by the cellular revolution,
voiceovers of these SMSs
can be broadcasted on
radio.
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You are capable of
controlling your
financial destiny.

INTEGRATED MOBILE APPS
Digital channels and tools were immensely successful in bringing the supply side
gaps of banking during the initial phases of digitization, lowering implementation
costs and expanding coverage. The same channels can be employed to enhance
demand for regular engagement among users. Delivery channel of mobile apps
should be leveraged for this purpose. With 22 crore users, India now is the second
largest smart-phone market in the world. As prices drop with every subsequent
development in technology, smart-phones are expected to penetrate larger
sections of the

Figure 30: Sample message to encourage users for achieving their goals

population.8

Psychological distance and lack of process literacy have proven to be the main
reasons for users not engaging with formal financial channels. A smartphone
application related to PMJDY will future proof literacy and communication around
the field. Moreover, an app will make users familiar with terms and procedures
of formal financial channels without making interactions with bank employees.
Mobile app can impart process literacy as well as demonstrate the importance of
creating goal, which will better equip account holders to engage with the PMJDY
system.

Smartphone Apps or websites can act as integrated platforms to drive
ﬁnancial literacy and inclusion among PMJDY users:
Simple animations imparting process literacy on PMJDY processes and products
Online chat and helplines to resolve doubts and issues
Location guide for nearest Bank Mitra and bank branches, and the types of
services availed by them
Interactive devices such as tablet or computer with multiple language facility
placed in bank branches

Thus, digital financial inclusion has immense potential to drive engagement via

Importantly, constant feedback from digital platforms to instill financial discipline

interactive platforms with consistent feedback vis-à-vis users’ goal. Social proofs

and get users onto formal system for finance for all financial needs

can also be leveraged on integrated platforms to reinforce commitment.
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BANK BRANCH

ATM

Bank branch is an important point of contact that can foster exchange and

ATM is an important point-of-service as it provides

long-term engagement with banks, provide opportunities for financial literacy

geographical penetration that is only surpassed

and elicit proactive involvement from the customers.

by Bank Mitras. Hence, it should be leveraged as a

Financial literacy and process literacy material, resources at the branch can go a

valuable touch point for communication and financial

long way in familiarizing users with all aspects of banking, build familiarity and in

literacy. Many users are still either unable or hesitant

engaging with bank.

to operate an ATM. The key barriers to usage are

Some examples of communications

illiteracy and lack of confidence due to unfamiliarity.

Posters and pamphlets explaining not just products, but various processes that

Users fear that a mistake on their part may result in

may be relevant to users such as withdrawal, deposit, opening recurring deposit/

adverse outcomes and loss of money.

fixed deposit account, seeking a loan, insurance, etc.
Documentation is a major

The barriers can be addressed by providing easy-to-

cognitive barrier to banking.

understand, pictorial explanations about using an

This must be explicitly ad-

ATM.

dressed in communication
artifacts.

Information

on

The low coping potential of users can be addressed

other channels of banking

by providing a free helpline number which they can

like ATMs, BMs, and mobile

contact for any grievance, or assistance regarding

must be provided.

ATM use, troubleshooting, account details, etc.
Figure 31: Illustrative for a poster at bank branch giving
process literacy
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This communication must be deployed at the right place and time, such as:

BANK MITRA PREMISES

Debit card jackets containing pictorial directions to use

Bank Mitras’ offices are the ideal place where product

Multimedia messages on the ATM screen about directions to use the ATM

and process literacy can be best demonstrated.

Posters in the ATM stall containing pictorial directions to use

Simple graphic and audio visual aids, similar to the
ones in bank branches can be used at Bank Mitra
locations. It is also important that Bank Mitra provide
these aids themselves so that they are well equipped
to explain the products easily to their customers.

Banks’ community outreach programs
Banks conduct regular camps and outreach programs
for financial literacy as well as for introducing various
products to their customers. Dummy ATMs and
simple product demonstrations should be used in
such outreach programs to make people familiar
with the products.

Figure 32: RuPay Card Jacket with necessary information
(concept design)
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Ground activities: financial training camps

Digital financial inclusion

Ground level efforts shift focus to process literacy from financial literacy. For

Smart-phones can be used to increase uptake and

example, financial literacy should run sessions and design material based on

engagement among users.

some of the following:
Digital platforms that interact with users and give
Using an ATM

them feedback to strive for commitment towards their

Withdrawing and depositing money at the branch or the Bank Mitra office,

financial and personal goals can drive engagement

information about products being offered by bank and how they would work

to higher levels. This commitment can be further

and why these products would suit their needs

reinforced by social proof.

Posters, campaigns and other communication material at financial literacy
camps (FLCs) centered on ‘How to’ rather than ‘Why to’
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Bank Mitras (BMs), loosely translated as ‘friends from
bank’, are an army of 126,000 banking correspondents
recruited to fill the geographical last mile for PMJDY.9
Over 200 BMs were interviewed across the country.
Most recruits were young and energetic, with an
average experience of fifteen (15) months. Most were
well educated, with 31% being post-graduates from
local universities. During the study, they shared their
motivations to become Bank Mitra and the challenges
faced by them in their job.
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EXTRINSIC MOTIVATIONS
Many Bank Mitras interviewed had major responsibilities at home as 62% of
respondents were sole breadwinners, with an average of seven (7) members in
their household. Almost every Bank Mitra interviewed felt the need to have a
secondary source of income, as they were unable to cover even basic overheads
with their existing income.

In the study, average coverage area for a Bank Mitra during typical work day
was 11 sq. kms. Owing to their original purpose in geographical gaps in rural
areas, there are relatively fewer Bank Mitras recruited in cities. This means that
a Bank Mitra in a large city like Mumbai would daily travel on an average 4 to 5
kilometers higher than the national average of rural BMs to service their clients.
An important objective of Bank Mitras’ coverage in the engagement phase should
thus be driven by population density rather than distance.

Widening the scope of Bank Mitra activities will solve the problem of BMs as well

One of study’s insights that psychological distance, not geographical distance, is

as banks. While BMs will get additional opportunities to earn, banks will get more

a major impediment for engagement with banks, has been reduced due to the

opportunity to promote their products. Banks can allow BMs to handle a wider

introduction of Bank Mitras. Servicing isolated crevices of India’s vast hinterland

range of banking products, such as small loan accounts and services like

was an excellent strategy to ensure penetration of financial inclusion in the first

pension disbursement and SME loan sourcing. Additionally, products can be

phase of the program. In the engagement phase, however, an impetus will have

marketed exclusively for Bank Mitras. This will enhance their viability and increase

to be placed on bridging the institutional and psychological gaps among the

their their penetration into the PMJDY segment. BMs can also be trained on para-

financially secluded and act as a vital link between bank and individual account

banking activities such as collection of small loans, field verifications and credit

holders.

inspections. Finally, banks can develop institutional capabilities of leveraging this
auxiliary sales force.
The expansion of duties and responsibilities of BMs will alleviate the dip in
motivation of Bank Mitras due to lack of tangible goals at work.
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Another emotionally salient grievance among Bank
Mitras is the lack of reimbursements for fuel and

INTRINSIC MOTIVATIONS

travel costs for the wide areas they service. They feel

The Bank Mitra cadre has seen considerable

demotivated because most of the time is spent on

enhancement in their social standing since the

commuting, taking their average working day to 9.5

advent of PMJDY. This was evident in the numerous

hours. In rural areas, they visit neighbouring towns and

testimonials given by participating BMs. They have

villages for average 9 days a month.

experienced a greater respect from acquaintances
after joining PMJDY and have started receiving the

It is recommended that if an expansion of budgetary

stature similar to that of a teacher, traditionally a

outlay for the scheme is planned by the government and

much respected profession in India. It is this respect

banks, compensation for daily expenses be addressed

and enhancement in stature that should be leveraged

ahead of other requirements.

to motivate Bank Mitras.

The same
people who called us
bhaiyya-bhabhi now
call us sir-madam
As a BM I get
the same respect
& revelation from
users as I used
to get when I was a
teacher before my
retirement

Variable compensation needs to be higher at lower
levels of sales to account for fixed overheads of Bank
Mitras. At higher levels of sales, the increase in variable
compensation need not be as steep as the overheads
are already covered. Reimbursements need to be
recalibrated as costs in urban areas are mainly due to
rent and in rural most costs are due to transportation.
Compensation also needs to be made location-specific.
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Figure 33: Factors important for motivating BMs (as % of total responses)
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Bank employees
regularly tell us
directly: “you guys are
useless, we can do all
your work ourselves”
We have to stand
in queue with
customers in order
to make deposits or
withdrawals

However, Bank Mitras faced integration challenges

Lastly, improving official

with bank branch. With regard to ground-level

branding of BMs (by

realities, there is much left to be desired for the Bank

issuing I-cards with their

Mitras. Bank employees do not want to empower

rating) will enhance their

an external cadre, resulting in biases against Bank

sense

Mitras. As a result, many BMs felt sidelined and

ownership and belonging

demotivated because of the treatment meted out to

under the aegis of banks.

them at bank.
Thus, an important lever to improve the effectiveness

They never respond
to our queries
or questions. My
customers get treated
better than me

of BMs is enhancing their status. This can be achieved
by empowering BMs with more products as well
as para-banking activity such as loan recovery. It
will also be more fruitful to manage the Bank Mitra

of

competition,
Figure 34: Sample Bank Mitras I-Card with rating

Not all Bank Mitras operate in a negative frame when it comes to their duties and
responsibilities. Many, certainly by intention, and to a limited extent by action
are looking at their assignments with a long term view. Their long term goals are
aligned to their personal ambition like having their own business. And some are
keen to have the assurance and perks of being permanent employees of their
bank, even at lower designations.

relationship with bank employees by improving
cooperation. Assigning a ‘guardian’ bank employee
to ensure their general welfare and act as a channel
of communication between internal employees and
Bank Mitras can be a good way forward.

Figure 35: Motivation to work as a Bank Mitra (percentage of respondents)
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It is recommended that long-term plans be chalked out for high-performing Bank
Mitras by placing them in a plan of their choice and aptitude.
For instance, many Bank Mitras looked forward to
18 months of
BM service
with the same
bank
Recommendation
by branch
manager

Minimum
sales targets
met for JanDhan Pension,
Bima/
Suraksha
Age limit
relaxations,
free exam
preparation
material

their long-term goals such as becoming a permanent
3 months
probationary
period
Reservation
of seats
for clerical
positions

Figure 36: Sample employee plan

8 months of
BM service
with the same
bank

Highest sales
targets met
for Jan-Dhan,
Pension, Bima/
Suraksha

Recommentation
by branch manager
and two
relationship
Soft loans
managers

for capital
expenditure

employee of bank, or starting financial services
business in partnership with bank, leveraging the
large client base of PMJDY.

Clerical Staff/
Probationary
Officer with
IBPS entrance
exams

Highlighting the saliency of their goals can also be motivating for the Bank Mitras.
BMs should be provided with a better data management system such as an online
business log where they can keep themselves updated with their progress and
receive feedback.
Facilities should be provided for BMs to record periodic updates on progress
in every village/neighbourhood under them, with respect to the number of
accounts opened, level of engagement achieved, number of overdrafts and other
products availed by account holders. Allowing BMs to regularly update their basic

Commissionbased use
of Jan-Dhan
clientele

information will keep them salient towards their goals. Motivating Bank Mitras to
nominate and reward their ‘best client’ every month (w.r.t account engagement)
Opportunities
to tie-up with
bank

will keep them connected to the target audience. At the same time customers will
remain motivated and excited about bank products.

Figure 37: Sample entrepreuner plan
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We are not
planning to quit
being a BM despite
losing money every
month. I will wait
for at least a year
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Lastly, Bank Mitras also displayed empathy for the financially
underprivileged and many derived satisfaction from contributing
to a larger cause. There are several ways in which these motivations
can be leveraged to attract better performances from Bank Mitras.
Instituting ‘Social Crusader’ awards for Bank Mitras will accentuate their
contribution toward financial empowerment and social change. Bank Mitras can
be given additional awards for performance in different work areas such as ‘largest
distance travelled to make successful sales of PMJDY products’, ‘best coverage
of least financially-integrated neighbourhood of a city or village in the district’,
‘highest share of clients from below poverty line (BPL) citizens’, ‘fastest processing
of life insurance claim’, ‘dispensed most ODs’, ‘have helped create a successful
enterprise’, etc. Apart from creating a sense of recognition and satisfaction
towards a noble cause, awards will also ensure focus on product sales among the
most ignored and under-serviced groups and locations.
Bank Mitras interviewed across the country (in Maharashtra, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu,
Punjab, Assam, and Madhya Pradesh) embodied commitment and motivation
towards serving the needs of the financially excluded, as well as charting out a
brighter future for themselves. Tweaking a few minor issues using behavioural
levers, with regards to their motivation and dynamics at workplace, will go long
way in ensuring financial inclusion of the target segment into formal financial
setup.
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It must be acknowledged that while various strides are being made to alleviate

The account holders themselves need the empathy of various stakeholders and

financial exclusion, there is no panacea for its complete end. Instead, it can

observers of the PMJDY scheme. Traditional economic literature that tends to

be described as a serious problem with several behavioural and institutional

be deterministic about the present condition and fate of low-income groups, is

roadblocks involving myriad stakeholders, each with different motivations and

now being supplanted by new ideas and theories that attempt to explore the

contexts.

reasons for their seemingly irrational behaviour- from cultural constraints and
historical baggage that impedes them shifting to formal sources, to scarcity-driven

Bank employees operate with their own institutional and historical constraints

tunnelling that leads to a motivation deficit and myopic choices. Combining these

which prevent a complete integration of Bank Mitras into the formal fold, and also

with asymmetric information and institutional disadvantages unveil the vast

create an atmosphere of intimidation and avoidance in the minds of the recently-

ground these groups have to cover to lead to any sort of convergence.

inducted PMJDY account holders. It is essential to incentivise some members of
the bank staff in order to create co-dependent bonds especially with the Bank

This study has revealed how the assumption about their irrationality is fallacious.

Mitras and leverage its cadre as an effective auxiliary sales force.

Instead, low-income groups have displayed remarkable affinity towards rational
and efficient informal financial systems for centuries, even in the relative absence

Many Bank Mitras are sincere and motivated workers, but their problems are

of a state or in legal vacuum. There is legitimacy for the continued popularity

material. Their efficiency will continue to decline in the face of sheer monetary

of these products, like the chit fund or even the Hundi, in India. Viewing them

in-viability and lack of co-operation from partners in ground level activities. While

as incomplete or unsophisticated would be a fallacy - it is essential for PMJDY’s

these material constraints can be solved only in the long run, at present some of

stakeholders to identify the motivations and trade-off dynamics within these

their distress can be alleviated by enhancing their social stature and level of job

traditional products that can be transposed into formal financial systems.

satisfaction.

Instead of focusing on bringing account-holders up to speed with mainstream
notions of financial literacy, placing the operative parts of financial inclusion
and independence in the context of users of traditional systems will prove most
effective.
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The product concepts developed from this study use these traditional mental
models in a formal setting. Emotionally salient goals such as children’s school
fees, or marriage plan, can be used to encourage savings behaviour. Similarly
aversion towards losing access to further credit opportunities can create
commitment, while the powerful mental model of not withdrawing government
subsidies can be leveraged to automate some of the account holders’ saving
decisions.
The initial success of PMJDY has been the result of a combined effort of a visionary
government, committed functionaries and a population eager to enter the fold
of formal financial services. The insights and recommendations generated out
of this study are intended to trace initial steps towards a continuing regimen of
financial engagement and an alignment towards a culture of discipline around
formal credit- among sections of the population that have thus far been denied
these opportunities.
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